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Newsletter volume 9 June 6th-July 6th 2006-The Chinese Month of Horse

FREE FENG SHUI ITEMS- misterfengshui will give away items such as Chinese
Paintings, Decorative Ornaments, Figurines every month for newsletter subscribers (up
to five per month while stock last)-check out our newsletter for winners! This month
winners are:
Suar Sanor (Russia)
Amit Singh (Mumbai, India)
Katherine Johnson (N Y, USA)
Sama Tumar (Bahrain)
Matias Dilon (Paris, France)
Please forward me your full and accurate address and allow time for delivery!

FENG SHUI
Is there a hill/mountain near your house (growing or dying)?
A house is said to have good support when there is a hill or mountain behind it. This
protects the house from being harmed by gusty wind or surprise attacks from an
unguarded rear. It is important to note that in ancient China, wild animal attacks were
normal incidents. Lacking this support is said to generate ‘unkind’ energies that are
believed to have impact on the inhabitants’ health. Having the good support of a mountain
or hill is defined as ‘growing’ or ‘lively’, particularly with trees.
The ancient Chinese believed the Dragon is the symbol of a mountain, and trees were
hairs to protect the dragon from being sick; therefore, a good mountain will generate a
‘kind’ cosmic breath for inhabitants in the vicinity. In today’s modern context, building an
artificial hill or artificial mountain at the rear will serve the purpose. Likewise, an old
building is said to generate ‘unkind’ energies that radiate toward nearby inhabitants. If you
do not have anything at the rear of your house, think of a nice artificial hill or artificial
mountain next time you decorate your house, or simply place 8 white stones to strengthen
the support elements.

Take a minute to enlighten yourself with the following observation and see if it applies to
your country as well. In ancient China, warriors and heroes were mostly born in the
inland areas surrounded by good mountains. In fact, even now, Buddhist monks and Taoist
practitioners like to meditate in the mountains, to enhance their search for longevity and
enhance their health. You might say there is nothing superstitious nor physiologically
remarkable about this; it is just common sense.
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Are you a good daddy?
1. Fullness of Chin
Since Chin represents the late years of a person as well as offspring
ability to unite the tie. The fullness of Chin signifies that a male will have
better family’s gathering ability and values.
2. Rather Flat Cheekbones
Flat cheekbones mean that a person will not get angry easily. Father with
such cheekbone will care much about his children up bringing without
using unnecessary forces.
3. Big Eyes
Father with big eyes is more sensitive to children’s well-beings without
unnecessary forces. Father with big eyes likes to reasons with theirs kids.
4. Nose bridge without any breaks or bumps
Such father has close family relationship and values.
5. Low nose bridge
Father with lower nose bridge will accept children opinions and ideas
more openly. Thus creating a better camaraderie among family members.
6. Higher Hairline
Father with higher hairline is more analytical and unbiased; therefore,
such attribute will be appreciated if you have many kids.
FACE READING
Periods that governs a person life
Ear: Age 1to 14
Forehead: Age 25 to 30

Eyebrows: Age 31-34
Eyes: Age 35 to 40.
Nose: Age 41 to 50
Philtrum/Mouth: Age 51 to 60•
Below mouth: Beyond age 60
Face Reading Tips
何知為官一舉超,未發言詞語含笑.
How do you know he is a good government servant?
He smiles before he starts to talk.
何知突睛殺人惡.,但看當門兩齒落.
How do you know those with bulging eyeballs are ferocious?
His two front teeth are missing
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The Important of Auspicious Dates
A Good Beginning is Half Done-according to Ancient Chinese
Let the Auspicious Energy of Yang occasion usher in the world of abundance.
Just as the space in which we live and work affects our lives and business
ventures, so too do the dates and times at which we do things.
Many of the events and activities, which we undertake are either routine, or of
limited importance. Occasionally, however, we undertake something of great
personal significance, be it getting married, selling our old house, moving into a
new apartment, starting a new business venture, commencing building work,
signing a contract or other significant events.
Auspicious or favorable dates can be calculated in many ways. One popular
Chinese method, known as Kei Mun Tung Kap (or Chinese Tung Seng), uses the
year as the control agent. However, the most complex method of all - those based
on the Ba Zi - is what we will use to provide you with most personal tailor-made
date(s) calculation.
For example, we will identify the most auspicious days for getting married, as
well as unfavorable days, which must be avoided at all costs. For those intending
to find the best dates for job interviews, residential moves or renovations, or
those looking for the best baby arrival date, please refer to our services column
for more details.
Whilst many of the calculations are of a general nature, there are also specific
calculations for certain kinds of activity, which is why we also need details of the
event. Just as with Feng Shui, each calculation yields useful information about
the whole picture, but the more in-depth the calculations the better the results in
terms of charting powerful influences.
Excerpts from Master Kuek’s Book, Improve your quality of life with the Power of Feng Shui,

Page 78
Analyzing Techniques:



Current Period is 8 and the auspicious stars are 8, 9 and 1 while the inauspicious

stars are 7, 6 and 5.



Good Mountain star (existing period star) must be found in mountain sector while

Good Water star (existing period star) must be found in water sector to form an auspicious
house setting.



Stars 1, 3, 6 and 8 are Yang Stars, while 2, 4, 5 and 7 are Yin stars. Pure Yang stars

will result in ‘strong and bad mannered lady’, while Pure Yin stars will hurt male that
results in widow.



The combination of stars in each box might create the following effects but only serve

as an indicator because other elements and influences should take into consideration:…..
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Chapter 7: Check out what elements favor you?
Person born in between August 8th to March 5th is
Suitable to use Wood and Fire Elements
Colors
Colors do affect Feng Shui in many ways. If you belong to this so called Cold Life
Person, born in between August 8th to March 5th, then your favorite colors are
green, navy green, purple, red, pink, and orange. This method by manipulating the 5
elements was popularized by Master So in the early nineties. Ideally, in our daily
activities, we should use such colors for wardrobes, house curtain, sofas and
wallpapers. However, the rule of thumb is such that your house main door,
wallpapers or bedrooms wall should avoid using dark red color. This can be
explained by the fact that dark red consist of too much yang energies.

Keep surfing www.misterfengshui.com and live with passion!
For Life reading please visit:
http://www.misterfengshui.com/services_pages.php?aid=23,
For Feng Shui audit please visit:
http://www.misterfengshui.com/services_pages.php?aid=25,
For Online Courses:
http://www.misterfengshui.com/list.php#1

Master Kerby Kuek first book entitled "Improve Your Quality of
Life with the Power of Feng Shui, Order Now:
Title: Improve The Quality Of Life With the Power of Feng Shui -by
Kerby Kuek
ISBN: 1-4120-8281-1
Click here to ORDER NOW
http://www.trafford.com/4dcgi/view-item?item=11558
Please write to editor@misterfengshui.com
Your letters and comments are always welcomed!
-Kerby Kuek
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